In English grammar, an "it"-cleft is a construction in which some part of a sentence is moved from its normal position into a different place to give it more emphasis. This cleft is also known as the cleft sentence, cleft construction or also a cleft clause. "An it-cleft is a construction in which some part of a sentence is moved from its normal position into a different place to give it more emphasis."
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This book examines the structure and function of the English it-cleft configuration from within the framework of construction grammar. It defends a straightforward semantic/pragmatic analysis (on which the cleft clause is a restrictive relative, modifying the initial it) and claims that all types of it-cleft involve nominal predication.
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The English it-Cleft: No Need to Get Exhausted - Mary Byram Washburn, Elsi Kaiser, Maria Luisa Zubizarreta University of Southern California 0. Exhaustivity Intuition 1) It was John who left the party. → Only John left the party. 2) It was John who left the party. → Only John left the party.
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